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Captain  TotaLand  at   NAPE 
 “Being the best you can 

be, that’s doable. That’s 

possible for anybody if 

they put their mind to it.” 

–Captain Marvel 
At NAPE, Captain TotaLand and 

the TotaLand superhero team 

look forward to seeing the real 

superheroes, Landmen. Come 

visit TotaLand's booth #3026 to 

receive Superhero pens, 3D 

printed Swag, Superhero stress 

balls, and even a Captain 

America smart robot giveaway. 

You can even get a picture with 

Captain TotaLand! 

 

HTML5 Feature 

Captain TotaLand is excited to 

announce TotaLand’s newest 

feature, HTML5, a streamlined 

system that is easy to use with any device or browser.  HTML5 works with all browsers, smart 

phones, tablets, and any device you have on hand when you are out on the road or even in the 

office. Your work load just got lighter by not lugging around a lot of equipment. A quick glance 

at your smart phone or any device will give you the data needed to get the job done on 

time. However, we did not forget our Silverlight users. Some people prefer the Silverlight map, 

so TotaLand wanted to continue this service in addition to the new HTML5 feature. The best 

deal of all is that both features are provided to our clients for FREE, at no extra charge. 
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Captain TotaLand understands how frustrating it can be to travel with numerous electronic 

devices just to see your data. Captain TotaLand and the entire TotaLand superhero team share 

your annoyance of being limited to only a certain browser to gather pertinent information. Have 

no fear, we worked hard to solve this problem for 

you, and our goal is to make your life more efficient 

and less cluttered. 

“A true hero isn’t measured by the size 

of his strength, but by the strength of 

his heart.” – Hercules 

 

 

 


